Flo-M
is a German musical composer and sounddesigner. At the
age of nine he began playing the trumpet. Sitting in the
orchestra rehearsals he felt that the compositions and the
polyphonic sound of the entire orchestra was more
interesting to him than "just" performing his single instrument.
So he began writing his first pieces at the age of ten. In the
early 1990´s new electronic musical influences like hip hop
and techno fascinated him so he put down pencil and
paper and switched to mouseclick and screen and
composed his first fully virtual pieces. Since even the very
early music computers offered sheerly endless sound
possibilities, he could combine all the sounds and colors of
contemporary electronic music and classical orchestral
music. Finishing school he directly found his way into a fresh
new German music label called Waterpipe Records.
There he learned all about professional audioengineering and he began his work as a
sounddesigner producing many various soundtracks and themes for international
commercial films and radio jingles. Also did he start producing an epic musical piece
which will have a duration of several hours consisting of classical arrangements and
melodies embedded in electronic beats and rhythms. The piece will be called
"Seasons - Synthetic Symphony No 1" and the product will be called Pan7.
In the year 2004 the Council of Europe found out about Flo-M´s skills in combining the
classical and the modern sound and asked him to create an official hip hop and a
trance version of the Anthem of Europe. The idea was to reach the young European
generation and make them "feel" Europe in their own musical way. The trance version
"Ode To Trance" was completed quickly and taged with Flo-M´s instrumental projectname Pan7. While working on the arrangement of the hip hop version Flo-M asked his
boss and mentor Jürgen Frommherz who he thaught was going to perform the hip
hop version and JF said "you will". So Flo-M also became the interpreter of his new

"Ode To Joy". Both versions were released on the album "Variations on the Anthem of
Europe" by the Council of Europe.
The media impact exceded all expectations and the hip hop version was all over the
news and the countries of Europe. A lot of people loved it but some also uttered
criticism that one must not touch Beethoven´s phantastic work. But whenever
confronted with this Flo-M says that it never was the aime to replace the original
European Anthem but to add a version in a new style. And including parts of
Beethoven´s original score is an hommage to the great composer.
The lyrics for "Ode To Joy" also are inspired by the orginal "Ode an die Freude" by the
German Poet Friedrich Schiller. Flo-M translated them into a modern juvenile English
trying to add as much "off-the-street"-feel as possible but of course to avoid any
cuss-words which usually are essential to hip hop.
Flo-M´s Text in the 1st Verse counts up all the Countries of Europe that are Members of
the Council of Europe. "It´s amazing that one can fill a whole Verse with Country-Tags.
It´s great to have so many Countries merging together...", Flo-M says. The 2nd Verse
deals with the common European cultural origin (the ancient times) and it´s heritage
and that we (all the European countries -inspite of all wars) must go on uniting and
becoming one.
Having the permission of sampling historical recordings of speeches of the Council of
Europe founding-polititians such as Winston Churchhill and Ernest Bevin "just puts the
cherry on top", Flo-M says about creating the hip hop version.

"

Whatever I do –

it´s got to be international.

I love the idea of a world becoming one"

Several TV performances and interviews followed especially in Flo-M´s home country
Germany.
The hip hop version was played many times during European events, for example a
juvenile European summit in the city of Grenoble (France) in 2004.
In 2005 Flo-M was offered the opportunity of performing his "Ode To Joy" in the very
center of Warsaw (Poland) during a pan-european summit of the Council of Europe in
front of a huge pan-european crowd of young people. "It was a great honour for me
to perform on stage with artists like ... who had written the revolution anthem of the
orange spring in the Ukraine in 2005..." Flo-M likes to remember.

From the year 2008 on the Pan7 trance version of the Anthem of Europe "Ode To
Trance" was on many playlists of international DJs especially in south and central
America. Especially the 20:41 (!) min long "Maestro´s Mix".
In 2009 the city of Bonn (the capitol of Germany from 1949 to 1990) used the hip hop
version of the anthem of Europe in a big movie dealing with the town´s and the
country´s history.
In 2010 several dance groups from all over Europe started performing flash-mobs
dancing to the hip hop version. Especially the 2011 performance in the city of Angers
(France) motivated the Council of Europe to relaunch the hip hop version and have a
flash-mob performance in Sarajevo (Bosnia & Herzigovina) during the Sarajevo Film
Festival. When Flo-M was asked in 2011 if he would perform in Sarajevo he emediately
said "yes - of course". For this occasion Flo-M created a new version of his "Ode to
Joy" featuring longer instrumental parts, so that dance groups can more easily
perform to the song. Also did Flo-M remaster the original version to make it 2011 ready
In the years from 2006 until now Flo-M concentrated on his work as a producer and
started building up talented female singers. One of them is coming from Portugal. Her
name is Sara Patrice. She will be the voice of the dance project "Vanilla Moon". The
first single "Waiting" is just about to be released and features a very theatrical videoclip shot and taking place in Paris (France).
Another very talented singer produced by Flo-M is German-Italian "Vanessa Iraci". Her
single "Longing" is also about to be released featuring a video clip shot and taking
place in New York (USA)
Flo-M´s most recent commercial soundtracks are for the South-Korean car-company
KIA.
The song Flo-M created for the new KIA Rio worldpresentation at the car-salon of
Geneve (Switzerland) "Seize the Day" will also soon be released as the new Flo-M
single. Since in 2004 no music video was produced for the hip hop version Flo-M is
working on a 2011 video clip for "Ode To Joy"
Find out about Flo-M´s most recent work on the internet. (myspace, facebook,
youtube etc)

 Ode To Joy Website (http://artists.waterpiperecords.de/europe-hiphop)
 Myspace (myspace.com/europe-hiphop)
 Facebook (facebook.com/europehiphop)

